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Pintô International
– One Year Later

Pintô Manhattan
Manila 2

Luca Parolari, MD
Director at Pintô International

Carlomar Daoana, MA
Curator and Lecturer at Ateneo de Manila University

“Pintô Manhattan Manila 2” will be the third pop-up exhibition of
Pintô International, after Pintô Manhattan Manila in May 2017, and
Pintôkyo in June 2018. Opening on October 4, 2018, PMM2 will run
for two weeks in TriBeCa, at 74 Franklin Street. Once again, Pintô will
bring more than 40 of the best Philippine contemporary artists to the
Big Apple to continue its program of promotion of Southeast Asian
contemporary art and fostering of cultural diplomacy between Asia,
and the US and Europe. David and Susan Rockefeller, Ambassador
Teodoro and Louie Locsin, Dr. Joven Cuanang, Dr. Luca Parolari
and curator Antonio Leano are hosting New York’s art cognoscenti
and friends for a benefit art exhibition that will raise funds for the
Asian Cultural Council and Pintô Art Museum foundation. Here’s an
update on what Pintô International has evolved into since its launch
18 months ago.

electric cellist, a violinist, two jazz bands, and pop music producers,
amongst others. In the spirit of sharing and contributing, like in all
good families, all our guests talked and performed pro bono. In a way,
what we are trying to achieve with Pintô NYC is reminiscent of the
origins of Pintô itself. From the vernacular Tagalog, pintô (= door)
represents first and foremost a philosophy of sharing friendships,
culture, art, that Dr. Cuanang initiated in the hills overlooking
Manila 30 years ago. Then an early-career rising star in the medical
field, he took to support the dreams and passion of a group of fine art
students that would visit his hideaway home’s gardens for drawing
sessions and ice tea on Sunday afternoons; from there, it was
only natural for Dr. Cuanang to transform his downtown Manila’s
apartment in what became “The” art gallery of the new generation
of artists, and eventually open the “door” (quite literally) of his
house, gardens and collection to the public with the institution of
the Pintô Art Museum. In the humbling attempt of following in
these footsteps, the Pintô NYC family is growing a strong and solid
community of art and culture lovers. In addition to the cultural salon
program, Pintô NYC will soon announce a line-up of 10 solo shows
and small group exhibitions for the next 3 years, curated by local
New York art scholars, which will combine Filipino and American
artists to continue Pintô’s mission of fostering the artistic dialogue
between the two worlds. These shows will complement the line-up of
international pop-up exhibition that started with Pintô Manhattan
Manila in May 2017 in New York, continued with Pintôkyo in June
2018 in Japan, and arrive to Pintô Manhattan Manila 2 today. Next
steps: Milan in May 2019, San Sebastian in October 2019 and London
in the Spring of 2020.

Since Pintô Manhattan Manila, our launch exhibition last year, Pintô
International evolved quite a bit. Following the show, we made our
goal not to became one of the by-passing meteors of New York City’s
art scene, and we decided to dedicate our energies to a new project
that would root our presence in the world’s art capital: opening a
permanent NY exhibition space. This space would serve us as a
base to organize art shows and cultural events, with the mission
of giving a solid local platform to Southeast Asian and Philippine
contemporary art, and to create a community that believes in
common ideals and aspirations. Pintô NYC, our gallery-apartment in
the East Village, is an alternative home to a growing group of friends,
who come and gather twice a month for a cultural program of events
that include a wine tasting, a talk and a performance. At these
“Pintô Sessions” are discussed some of the most varied and current
topics of our times, expanding beyond contemporary art and the
Philippines. Amongst the speakers that came since our first night in
late January 2018, we were lucky to host two Pulitzer Prize-awarded
reporters, two major New York Times editors and photographers, an
Artificial Intelligence expert and book author, NPR reporters and
podcasters, immigration lawyers, Cornell University physicians,
Vogue Magazine editors, the founders of a virtual reality startup,
a Fulbright linguist, etc. Amongst the performers we were joined
by Grammy winner musicians, a Cirque du Soleil contortionist, a
magician, an array of New York stand-up comedians, Julliard ballet
dancers, contemporary art performers, flamenco guitar players, an

In early 2017 I found myself scraping together memories of past
travels to tell the serendipitous story that brought me from the
medical school wards of Boston to the rice fields of the rural
Philippines, from meeting my dearest friend and manong (“elder
brother”) Dr. Joven Cuanang to becoming an ambassador of
Philippine contemporary art as an Italian physician in New York.
Like then, sitting in front of a screen and looking back at the curious
events that unraveled to take me here, I can’t help but wonder where
Pintô International and we will be next time I will be asked to write
a few thoughts to introduce our next show’s catalog. Meanwhile, let
us enjoy this beautiful new adventure. Mabuhay!
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Pintô International, in partnership with the Asian Cultural Council,
proudly presents Pinto Manhattan Manila 2, a gathering of the
works of some of the most exciting Filipino artists working today.
The word “gathering” is foregrounded to highlight the exhibition’s
social dimension and how the works may serve as a jump-off point
for a possible conversation on contemporary artistic production in
the Philippines.
These artists, some of whom will be present in New York in the
duration of the exhibition, are some of the most active practitioners
in the field, defining the probable vectors of Philippine visual arts
and offering new narratives with regard to the role of the artist in
the second decade of the millennium. For the artists, as much as
they are makers of objects and performers of sensibilities, are also
interlocutors of their milieu, providing the vital and urgent images
with which the future may be imagined and made possible.
This future is certainly anchored in hope, and if we are to speculate
on the shape of things to come, it seems that a pluralistic, inclusive
spirit is being ascertained. As this exhibition reveals, the concerns
of the featured artists exemplify fidelity to a wide range of subjects
and themes. A few map out the topography of the archipelago in
its plenitude and diversity. One of them revises the very nature
of cartography as a way to recapture the narrative from colonial
powers. Some have delved into the genre of portraiture to
incorporate and/or interrogate religious iconography as well as the
symbols of Western art itself.
Most of the artists work in the painting tradition, and the
dominance of the medium may rely on the descriptive power
of imagery to render visible and intelligible the quiet yearnings
toward a definition of a community. Some of them, transgressing
the parameters of the canvas, blast open the material and
conceptual space to negotiate the fragmentation of contemporary
life. The sculptors, on the other hand, propose new bodies—and by
extension, new experiences—that are reflective of the variables of
identity. At their most compelling, these works restore our belief in
the allegory of the journey of the self embedded within a world that
is volatile, complex, and ever-expanding.
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Artworks

Agnes Arellano
b. 1949
Ancestral Transmutation
(from the Goddess Revisited)
2007
Bronze
Variable size

The sacred and the mythical, the physical
and the erotic, the magical and the mundane,
the religious and the profane, and music and
song all permeate the art of Agnes Arellano.
Drawing from rich personal experience and an
extraordinary range of influences, she makes
some of the most dramatic art in Asia.
Best known for surrealist and
expressionist work in plaster (cast and directly
modelled), bronze, and cold-cast marble,
Arellano’s work tends to stress the integration
of individual elements into one totality or
“inscape”.
Agnes has participated in international
group exhibitions in Berlin, Fukuoka, Havana,
Johannesburg, New York, Brisbane and
Singapore. Her works are in the permanent
collection of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, the
Singapore Art Museum, and the APEC Sculpture
Park by the Naru River, Busan South Korea.

Alfredo Esquillo &
Anthony Victoria
b. 1972
Salamin Series, #17
2018
Oil & etching on aluminum
48 × 36 inch
Regarded as continuing the legacy of the
Social Realists, Esquillo’s paintings executed
in figurative realism expose the paradoxes,
ironies and contradictions of Philippine social
life. His art interrogates Filipino identity, and
attempts to capture its hybrid character by
employing imagery commonly sourced from
religious iconography, historical documents,
and popular culture. In addition to painting, he
also creates installation and assemblages, at
times incorporated with the painted medium,
to delve deeper into the Filipino psyche and
experiences.
Graduated from the University of Santo
Tomas in 1993, Alfredo received distinctions
from national and regional art competitions,
most notably in the ASEAN Art Awards in
Jakarta in 1995 and Bangkok in 1996, and
the Philippine Art Awards in 1996. In the year
2000, he was one of the recipients of the
Cultural Center of the Philippines’ Thirteen
Artists Award. He was an artist-in-residence
at the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in 2001.
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Anton Del Castillo
b. 1976
Yumamot (weary)
2018
Fiberglass resin
Variable size

He earned both his Bachelor and Master of
Fine Arts from the University of the Philippines
and trained as a restorer under the National
Museum of the Philippines. He won the Grand
Prize in oil category of the 2003 Metrobank
Foundation Young Painters Competition,
and held his first solo show at the Cultural
Center of the Philippines in 2005. The Asian
Cultural Council awarded him a grant in 2006
to participate in the International Studio and
Curatorial Program in New York. Some of his
more recent solo exhibitions in the Philippines
include Anatomy to Flight (2014), Absence and
Buenviaje: An Ode to Good Voyage (2013). He
has also exhibited widely in group shows in
international venues, such as in Beijing, New
York, Malaysia, and Singapore.
His art reflects on a multitude of themes,
such as modernity, contemporary life, memory,
gender, childhood, warfare, and transformation
of spaces, among others. One of his most
notable series is oil paintings with metallic
leaves inspired by Byzantine icons, which offer
potent allusions to contemporary issues.

Anthony Palomo
b. 1962
My Lao Tze
2018
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 60 inch

The only way one can truly appreciate any work of the Batangas-based painter Anthony
Palomo is to play jazz in one’s mind while looking at his paintings. Because like Kandinsky and
Mondrian in the previous century, Palomo has learned that often paintings are visual renditions
of soundscapes in one’s consciousness. Anthony started late in art, after taking up Fine Arts
as a second course at the University of the Philippines and completing an undergraduate
degree in advertising at Maryknoll College in Quezon City. After college, he had a brief stint as
an overseas contract worker in Malaysia, an experience he shared with thousands of migrant
Filipino laborers. The life of an overseas worker became the subject of his first major paintings
in watercolor. His other series, one on itinerant and for-hire musicians, also earned him critical
notice, partly due to his sense of empathy with his subjects. After 2000 Palomo started to work
with acrylic as a more viable way to create larger pieces that were often difficult to achieve on
paper. These canvases displayed more vigorous, earthy vignettes of dreamers and wandering
guitarists, alongside prints and serigraphs of patterns, ornaments and random images. Palomo
has exhibited his work in a number of shows, including exhibitions in Europe and in Singapore.
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Aba Lluch Dalena
b. 1972
The Excubisionist Cat
2018
Terracotta
Variable size

Antipas Delotavo
b. 1954
Marginals
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Antonio Leano
b. 1963
The Fruit of Knowledge of Good and Evil
2018
Acrylic and pigment ink on canvas
60 × 36 inch
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A multi-media artist, Leaño’s works tell narratives of urban living and fragments of human life
through the use of various and innovative materials. He has done collages and installations, for
instance, using dextrose strews and coconut fiber. A notable work at the Pinto Art gallery is a
dark, serene environment of bamboos and ponds which recreate the atmosphere of a forest.
Leaño attended the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts and first worked as an
illustrator for a children’s television show. In 1988, he won the First Metrobank Foundation
National Painting Competition for his work, U-Turn, a sepia-toned mural depicting headless
figures and wild horses alluding to the Apocalypse. He first worked as in illustrator for a
children’s television show. In 1993, he participated in the Osaka Triennial. Based in Antipolo City,
he is the museum director, museum designer and contributing artist of Pinto Art Gallery.
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Deathtrap
2018
Acrylic & collage in clear cast resin
48 × 36 inch

b. 1980

Arturo Sanchez
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Bernardo Pacquing

Cris Villanueva

Dexter Sy

b. 1967

b. 1959

b. 1979

Mound Series 1
2018
Oil on paper
23 × 18 inch

Peace on Our Time
2018
Acrylic on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Warm Regards
2018
Mixed media on canvas
36 × 48 inch

Bernardo Pacquing has continually worked in
abstraction and non- representation, exploring
the physicality of surfaces and the material
minutiae of urban life through painting and
sculptural forms.
Pacquing was twice declared a winner of
the Grand Prize for the Art Association of the
Philippines Open Art Competition (Painting,
Non- Representation) in 1992 and 1999, and
is a recipient of the Cultural Center of the
Philippines Thirteen Artists Award in 2000.
He received a Freeman Fellowship Grant for a
residency at the Vermont Studio Center in the
United States. Pacquing graduated from the
University of the Philippines College of Fine
Arts in 1989. He currently lives and works in
Parañaque City.

Cris Villanueva Jr.’s works draw ideas from
commonplace objects, classical and
popular culture, literature, art, history and
his own life. He disregards the non-objective
representation of subjects but concentrates
instead in creating works of iconic power.
In the early stage of his artistic career,
he began to introduce a signature style
of painting bubble wrap over his finished
painting as a layer effect. While his works in
the last five years are less serious in tone,
many of his exhibited works and those found
in private collections reveal his knowledge of
art theory and his talent in painterly details.
Cris Villanueva Jr. graduated with
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from
Philippine Christian University in 1983
prior to taking up Bachelor of Fine Arts
in Visual Communication from University
of the Philippines College of Fine Arts,
graduating in 1990. Since 2005 to now,
he had mounted 11 solo exhibitions and
participated in numerous group exhibitions
in cities in the Philippines, also in Hong Kong
and Singapore. He was the recipient of
Juror’s Choice Award of Merit (2010), Juror’s
Choice (2006), and Grand Prize (2005) from
Philip Morris Philippine Art Awards.

Dexter Sy works mostly in two-dimensional
media, often combining painting with pen and
ink drawing. Figures painstakingly rendered
and stylized with minute details such as lines,
shapes, textures and patterns are layered
and juxtaposed against a flat background. He
has appropriated forms, symbols and icons
across a variety of sources, which include
contemporary popular culture, Philippine folk
mythology, and religious traditions. Some of
the recurring themes he has explored in his art
are kinship and social ties, human nature and
values, identity, and personal memories.
Dexter graduated with a degree in Fine
Arts major in Advertising from Far Eastern
University, where he currently teaches as a
special lecturer. He held his first solo show
titled Sanctus at Big & Small Art Co. in 2008.
Consistently earning distinctions in the Philip
Morris Philippine Art Awards, he bagged the
Jurors’ Choice for Excellence in 2010 and
2012, and the Grand Prize in 2016. He was an
artist-in-residence of the Haslla International
Open Air Museum Residency in Korea in 2011,
2012, and 2015.
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Cian Dayrit
b. 1989
Bungkalan Map
2018
Embroidery/Fabric
48 × 38 inch

Cian Dayrit is a Filipino multimedia artist. Dayrit’s interdisciplinary practice explores colonialism
and ethnography, archaeology, history, and mythology. He has exhibited at venues such as
Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Metropolitan Museum of Manila. Dayrit was featured in the 2018
Triennial: Songs for Sabotage at the New Museum.
Dayrit’s first solo exhibition, The Bla-Bla Archaeological Complex, opened at the Vargas
Museum in 2013. The show examined the role that varying strategies of display and
representation, such as archaeological and architectural structures, play in understanding
history. The show explored issues of identity, heritage, and nationhood.
Dayrit’s second and third solo exhibitions, Polycephalous and Spectacles of the Third World,
continue his inquiry into, “origins and histories, and their representations in visual apparatuses,
from the map, curiosity cabinet, and on to the museum.”
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Elmer Borlongan
b. 1967
Isang Sakong Bigas ni Atlas
(Atlas’ Sack of Rice)
2018
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 60 inch

He first learned the basics of drawing and
painting as a young child in art workshops,
and eventually entered the University of
the Philippines College of Fine Arts. He was
a founding member of the artist collective
Salingpusa, and later Sanggawa, a group known
for its collaborative works with highly politicized
themes. He earned his bachelor’s degree in
1987 and held his first solo exhibition in 1993
titled Aki at the Boston Gallery in Quezon
City. He was given the Thirteen Artist Award
by the Cultural Center of the Philippines in
1994 and was an artist-in-residence at the
ARCUS Ibaraki in Japan in 1996. In 2004, he
received the Metrobank Foundation Award for
Continuing Excellence and Service.
His works are characterized by depiction
of human figures in a distorted manner and
expressive use of color, a style often referred
to as figurative expressionism. The common
folk in the urban setting became a dominant
subject in his early works, often portraying
disturbing images of city life. Upon his
relocation to the countryside in Zambales, his
subjects shifted significantly towards rural life
and its people, and moved towards a lighter
palette. The energy and tension evoked in his
early city scenes, however, are still maintained.
18
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Eleanor Giron
b. 1965
Hold Death in Your Hands, and Own It
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Emmanuel Garibay
b. 1962
Konseho (Council) (Left)
2017
Oil on canvas
48 × 48 inch
Hatol (Judgement) (Right)
2018
Oil on canvas
48 × 48 inch

More popularly known as Manny Garibay, he majored in sociology prior to taking up painting
at the University of the Philippines. He became active in mass movements during his student
days and was identified with Social Realism in the Philippines in the 1980s, affiliated with artist
collectives advancing socio-political causes through art, namely, Artista ng Bayan, Salingpusa,
and Sanggawa. Since the early 1990s Manny’s work has been exhibiting extensively across Asia,
Europe and America. In 2000, he was one of the recipients of the Thirteen Artists Award of the
Cultural Center of the Philippines.
His works are known to tell stories about everyday life and the common people, with figuration and
composition often described as expressionist and surrealist. He championed the working class in his
earlier works, portraying them to invite reflections on their plight and condition, and depicted crowds
to stress the interaction of individuals in a collective setting. His sociopolitical commentaries are at
times expressed with an element of humor and satire. Later and more recent works have expanded
his range of subjects, which now include portrayals of the family and mother-and-child, among
others, and have shown tendencies towards a lighter, more vibrant palette.
20

Ferdinand Montemayor
b. 1965
Jackpot
2018
Acrylic on canvas
36 × 96 inch

Eleanor Giron is a Manila-based visual
artist and graduate of the University of the
Philippines College of Fine Arts. Eleanor has
regular group exhibitions around Metro Manila,
as well as showing internationally in countries
such as New Zealand and Malaysia.
In 2013, she was granted a residency in
New Zealand where she toured her artwork
from the North Island to the South Island. She
has had numerous solo exhibitions, among
them are major shows at Pinto Art Museum
in Antipolo and Manila Contemporary. She is
currently painting at her studio and teaching
while raising funds for a group exhibition she
will take part in New York City in May 2017.
Eleanor paints pieces of her life, creating a
visual journal for her viewers to read. She
offers her audience intimate glances of the
struggles of a hopeless romantic, of pain, loss,
and growth. Like her process, she is a work in
progress, and she invites the viewer to take
part in her journey.

His works are mostly depictions of urban life, depicting crowds or clusters of homes and
structures that stress the collective dynamics of city life. In these canvases, communal experience is highlighted through unifying patterns and monochromatic rendering, making the
parts of whole seem to move as one. Repetitions and complex patterns are distinguishing
features of his works, embodying the collective strength of unique, individual components
making up the whole.
He received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of the Philippines in 1990. He
won the Grand Prize in the Metrobank Foundation National Painting Competition in 1992, and
the Juror’s Choice in the annual painting competition of the Art Association of the Philippines
in 1992 and 1993. He was one of the recipients of the Thirteen Artists Award of the Cultural
Center of the Philippines in 1994. A member of the artist collective Salingpusa, he received the
Metrobank Foundation Award for Continuing Excellence and Service in 2004. Selected solo
exhibitions are Tautauhan, Kaida Gallery (2008), Bagong Araw, Boston Gallery (2007), and Hay
Pinoy, Big and Small Art Co. (2006).
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Ian Quirante
b. 1974
Solace
2018
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 36 inch

Jana Benitez
b. 1985
Destinee and Nicole
2018
Acrylic on canvas
48 × 60 inch

Gino Bueza
b. 1987
With Whatever Was Left (sub)
2018
Acrylic & glue mounted on canvas
32 × 32 inch

Gino Bueza’s paintings demonstrate how the artist seamlessly renders and combines figurative
and graphic elements in his works: producing novel and increasingly abstract juxtapositions of
color, pattern and form. The resulting aesthetic combines both the strata of formal textures and
layered patterns found in collage and the random, entropic energy exhibited in works of gestural
abstraction. Gino studied Painting at the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts, was
a Grand Prize winner in the 40th Shell Students’ Art Competition (Oil/Acrylic category) in 2007
and a finalist in the 2010 Tanaw: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Painting Competition and the 2006
and 2005 Shell art competitions.
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A painter, art educator and musician, he
holds a degree in International Studies from
Ateneo de Cagayan (1996) and in Fine Arts
from the University of the Philippines (2005).
He landed as finalist in prestigious national art
competitions sponsored by the Metrobank
Foundation, Shell, and Philip Morris in 2003,
2005, and 2006. He held his first solo
exhibition at the Boston Gallery in 2004. This
was followed by a series of shows in Manila’s
renowned galleries, The Drawing Room and
Finale Art File from 2005 to 2007. Currently,
he teaches studio art courses at the De La
Salle-College of Saint Benilde in Manila,
and performs as front man for the electroindustrial rock band called Switch.
Influenced by artists such as Salvador
Dalí and René Magritte, his works are surreal
and visceral depictions of unknown and
mysterious realms, floating bodies, as well
as cryptic texts. He draws inspiration from
English literature for the titles of his works,
and emphasizes the creative potential of
spontaneity by direct execution in painting
without sketches or studies.

A Filipino artist born and based in the United
States, Jana Benitez earned her degree in
Visual Arts with flying colors from Brown
University, and after pursued courses in history
at the Universidad de Chile, and fine arts at
Universidad de Catolica. She further enhanced
her painting skills at the École de Beaux-Arts in
Paris. A child prodigy, she exhibited her works
at the tender age of 12 at the Ayala Museum,
and soon began mounting shows across the
world, such as Life Force, Ayala Museum (2014),
Incarnate, Galerie Steph, Singapore (2012),
and a solo show at the Institute for Cultural
Diplomacy, Berlin (2010).
Reminiscent of Abstract Expressionism
and Fauvism, her works are defined by
explorations of color and a variety of strokes,
from sweeping, gentle motions to rough and
vigorous lashes. Some works appear to be
dominated by lace-like patters, while others
feature a rich layering of colors and textures.
She draws inspirations from her adventurous
spirit, immersing herself in various cultures
and experiences and translating these into
works that interpret the human condition,
among others.

Jason Montinola
b. 1979
Benedicta
2018
Oil on canvas
40 × 30 inch

Engrossed with encyclopedias of paintings
as a child, Jason Montinola works with his
subconscious and reinvents a visual language
that is deeply rooted in the past but imbibed
with the strangeness and familiarity of
today. Set in intricate frames canvases and
strokes of paint, tradition is reintroduced with
otherworldly imagery.
He received his Bachelor of Science
in Art Education from the Technological
University of the Philippines in 2003. His solo
exhibitions are: Infamous at Artesan Gallery +
Studio, Singapore, in December 2013; Theatre
of Absurdities at OUR Art Projects MIA Art
Centre in Kulala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2013;
Sinister at; West Gallery, 2012; Here Lies the
Painter at West Gallery, 2011 and The Black
Carnival at the Big and Small Art Gallery,
2010. He has participated in numerous group
exhibitions in various spaces in Manila, Negros
Occidental, California, New York and Malaysia.

Igan D’Bayan
United States of Allegory
2018
Oil on canvas
48 × 48 inch

Jay Virina

Igan D’Bayan is a visual artist, art writer for The Philippine Star, as well as an actively practicing
band musician. His work often aims to amplify the concept of art making as something
ritualistic, esoteric and absolutely essential in building universes. The visual elements he
chooses are often inspired by wide-ranging influences such as the horror, magical and occult
genres, the darker works of the painter Francisco Goya, and world religions. As a painter,
D’Bayan is interested in Old, Weird Filipinas: how historical events, pop culture, Internet hoaxes,
current events and Filipino horror movies converge on a Twilight Zone-like, Black Mirror-ish
tropical gothic area. He most recently has developed a particular interest in dioramas: turning a
childhood memory into Pandora’s Boxes of reckoning and assorted deformities.
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Heaven’s Lament
2018
Acrylic on canvas
30 × 60 inch
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Jayson Oliveria
b. 1973
He Sacrificed His Principles For Magic
2017
Oil on canvas
82 × 60 inch
The First to Make a Piece of Suit so
Big it Changed the World’s Order
2017
Oil on canvas
82 × 60 inch

Oliveria applies end game strategies for making paintings and incorporates objects or sculptural
elements to betray the uniformity of painting. Like most works that straddle along the discourse
of the end of art, the works have an internal logic to them that only the artist could explain – if it
can be teased. Rather, there is a sense of gamesmanship and perhaps, dandyism where the artist
knows all the contradictions within the work while displaying a keen taste for the obsolescence of
style. Oliveria was a CCP Thirteen Artist awardee in 2006. The following year he was a resident
artist in Fukuoka, Japan, after invitation by curator Mizuki Endo in Tetra Art Space.
In 2004, he was among the first recipient of the annual Ateneo Art awards, and in the following
year was nominated for the same award for his solo show Killa Foto at Green Papaya Artists
Projects. Consistently being exhibited extensively both locally and abroad, he has been
featured in a handful of important survey shows such as in Nadi Gallery in Jakarta, in Tate
Turbine Hall in London thru Green Papaya, in Sydney and Tasmania, in HK, in the USA and
in Beijing, China.
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Alien
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch
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Jigger Cruz
b. 1984
Green Flesh Hiding in Pink Tones
2017
Oil on canvas
24 × 18 inch

Jigger Cruz’s works are abstract compositions centering on defiance and defacement. His
distinct impasto surfaces and perplexing layers painted over canons and works of old masters
offer an aggressive take in challenging the authority of established works and artists. At the
same time, his technique opens up a fresh way of approaching painting, which he considers as
an installation involving the frame and the canvas. As a color blind artist, his perception and
interpretation of color taps into its more textural qualities rather than how they are defined in
terms of hue, value or saturation.
Jigger graduated with a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts major in Advertising from the Far
Eastern University in Manila. Despite a promising kick-off in the art scene in the early part of
his career, landing as finalist in the Metrobank Art and Design Competition in 2003 and the
Philip Morris Philippine Art Awards in 2006, he took a break from painting for two years and
re-emerged in 2011. His more recent exhibitions include Smudging Dirty Little Touch, Albertz
Benda, New York (2016), Subtraction Paradise, Art Stage Singapore (2015), and Depth Circus,
West Gallery, Quezon City (2013).
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Jim Orencio
b. 1969
Golden Moment
2018
Sawdust & acrylic on canvas
48 × 48 inch

He graduated from the University of the Philippines with a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
in 1990. He was a founding member of the artist collective Salingpusa, and received several
recognitions from notable art competitions in the Philippines. He landed as finalist in the
1990 and 1993 Metrobank Foundation National Painting Competition, and in 2006 was given
the distinction of Most Outstanding Artist of Aklan. His first solo exhibition was Moods and
Moments at the Boston Gallery (1995), followed by a succession of other shows, such as
Translucence, Boston Gallery (2003), Dreams, Pinto Art Gallery (2002), and Accelerato,
West Gallery (2001).
He emphasizes the gestural element in his paintings, using brushstrokes as an expressive
language. Over the years, he has experimented with various subjects and styles of figuration,
from paintings of gardens to non-objective abstractions to using digitally worked photographs
of leaves and landscapes.
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JC Jacinto
b. 1985
Layers of What It Used To Be
2018
Charcoal coated cast paper
pulp on panel
24 × 36 inch

JP Duray
b. 1989
Augmenti (Self-Portrait)
2018
Fiberglass resin & 24k gold leaf with
stainless steel stand
Variable size
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JC Jacinto is a Filipino visual artist. His works
have been featured in various galleries all
over Manila, Philippines. While still studying
at University of the Philippines, he has been
qualified as a finalist in the Maningning Art
Competition 2006, 39th and 40th Shell
National Student’s Competition 2006 and
2007, and the PLDT Visual Art National
Competition 2007.
His works usually contemplate or serve
as a critique on the human ethos, especially
on moral and sexual politics.

A janitor, a bartender, a finalist at a noontime
game show, John Paul “JP” Duray wore many hats
before realizing his true calling as an artist; in 2013,
he became interested in art and started doing
sketches and paintings, from portraits to surreal
masterpieces, until he dreamed of Banana Man. “In
June 2015, I dreamed of a boy who had a banana
for a head submerged in water carrying a heart.
When I woke up, I drew this boy and called him
Banana Man. I realized I wanted to make him into a
sculpture, that making sculptures is what I wanted
to do. Banana Man opened a lot of doors for me,”
he says.
Since then JP has won numerous national and
international art competitions, and developed an
array of different characters, from Billy, a boy with a
heart for a head, to Boop Boop, an 18-inch toddler
with a big mouth on its stomach, carrying a giant
lollipop. His creative works eventually gained him
recognition, until he was invited to the 2017 Scope
Art Fair in Miami where he presented Emerie, a
comfortable sculptural chair that you could sit on.
“I love sowing. When I was young, my mom and I
would sow and repair clothes, its collars, sleeves, or
buttons. I created Emerie to represent me, my story,
how each fabric and thread was sown together and
made me the person I am today. For me, it means
I’ve reached what I really wanted to do with my life
and how these significant events that I went through
made me who I am today.”

Johanna Helmuth
b. 1993
The Mistaken Barber
2018
Oil on canvas
48 × 60 inch
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Julius Redillas
b. 1984
From A Book 1 (Left)
2018
Acrylic on canvas
40 × 30 inch
From A Book 2 (Right)
2018
Acrylic on canvas
40 × 30 inch

Using the genre of portraiture, Julius Redillas’ works often revolves around the concept of
identity; usually stripping his subjects off of it without removing its familiarity. Redillas uses
ready-made images and documents as a starting point in creating his works and recreates
these familiar and common imagery using traditional media such as drawing, painting and
moving image. In the words of the artist: “I mimic documented subjects. I initially played with
the idea of documenting documented things using references such as books, periodicals,
torn pages from magazines, and my favorite, Googled images. I see my works as a collective
depiction of a society that is voyeuristic and exploitative. I try not to cross that line of
involvement as I fossilize a subject into an image embellished with an outré panache or two
but still bereft of any pompous, extravagant histrionics. It becomes non-celebrating but calm,
resilient, and almost evasive.”
Currently based in Angeles City, Julius Redilas has a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree Major in
Painting, from the Far Eastern University Institute of Architecture & Fine Arts, and has exhibited
extensively in the Philippines and abroad.
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From A Book 3
2018
Acrylic on canvas
40 × 30 inch
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Keiye Miranda
b. 1976
Fleeting Across The Distance
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Lec Cruz
OFGILEAD
2018
Oil on canvas
54 × 30 inch

Lynyrd Paras
b. 1982
MADMADMARIA
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch
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When Lynyrd Paras decided to pursue an art degree at the Technological University of the
Philippines, he didn’t win parental approval immediately. Like most parents, Lynyrd’s wanted him to
study something practical, enroll in a course that would help him secure steady employment. He,
however, remained steadfast. Born in Sta. Ana, Lynyrd Paras grew up in various parts of Manila.
The eldest of five siblings, his family moved with him wherever he went. But these days he decided
to move out of the city: when Lynyrd heads home, he crosses rice fields flanked by pine trees, and
his time is spent in quiet communion with the self. He does not worry about pollution and traffic
when he takes his bicycle for a spin around the neighborhood. He finds comfort in his studio, and
welcomes even the rain for the coolness it brings, even if it once was a prelude to worrisome floods.
It is this environment that helped the artist create his most recent works, an invitation to look inward,
to listen to that which cannot be heard. It is when the world is silent, and our hearts are at peace,
that we see people and things for what they truly are. Away from the bustle of the city, the artist has
made a discovery: distance lends perspective, aside from enchantment, to the view. This illustrates
the painter’s attitude: to listen, keep an open mind, and see with penetrating eyes. It is this child-like
openness to reality that makes possible a true understanding of the self and of the world.
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Miquel Miro
Head With Long Neck
2017
Taiwanese camphor, narra, yakal
25 × 23 × 53 cm

Miles Villanueva
b. 1992
Deathtrap 1/20 (Top Left)
2017
Collage on rattrap
12.5 × 10 inch
Deathtrap 2/20 (Top Right)
2017
Collage on rattrap
12.5 × 10 inch

Mark Andy Garcia

Deathtrap 3/20 (Bottom Left)
2017
Collage on rattrap
12.5 × 10 inch

The Morning Was On Its Way 2
2018
Oil on canvas
72 × 48 inch

b. 1984

Deathtrap 4/20 (Bottom Right)
2017
Collage on rattrap
12.5 × 10 inch
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Raffy Napay
b. 1986
Summer Tree
2018
Thread, Acrylic on canvas
72 × 48 inch

He graduated with a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts major in Advertising from the Eulogio
Amang Rodriguez Institute of Science and Technology in 2009. He bagged the Juror’s Choice in
the 2012 Philip Morris Philippine Art Awards, and the Ateneo Art Awards in 2013 which earned
him a residency grant at the Liverpool Hope University in England. His latest solo exhibitions in
the Philippines are Lifeline, West Gallery (2014), and Home, Pinto Gallery (2013). The was given
the Lorenzo il Magnifico Award in the Florence Biennale of 2015.
He achieved fame from his choice of thread and fabric as the primary media for his art. The
son of a seamstress, he first turned his attention to threads when he experienced respiratory
difficulty. Replacing pigment and ink with thread, his works feature sewn or hand-woven images
with painstaking attention to details. His figures became defined by highly-textured silhouettes
set against flat background, at times in grand scale.
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Connecting Leaves,
Connecting Lives
2018
Thread, Acrylic on canvas
72 × 48 inch
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Riel Hilario
b. 1976
Virgin of Reflections
2018
Curved wood, found objects
Variable Size

Wesley Valenzuela
b. 1974
An Instance of Consciousness
2018
Acrylic, silk screen paint & serigraph on
canvas
60 × 48 inch

Renato Habulan
b. 1953
KUBAKUB
2009
Oil on canvas
60 × 72 inch

Renato Habulan is considered one of the most important figures in the Social Realism, the main
artistic current of the 1970s and 1980s in the Philippines. Emerging from the period of Martial
Law in the Philippines, Habulan masterfully presents the poignant human condition amidst
varying themes of social justice and religious imagery. In his works, Renato Habulan constantly
explores the dialectics where the master and slave, native and colonial, lowlander and the ethnic
collide in controlled tension. Renato Habulan graduated from the University of the East School
of Fine Arts in 1976. Coming from a working class family in Tondo, he developed awareness
of the deteriorating social conditions and struggle of the workers. He was one of the major
members of Kaisahan, a group of socially committed artists during the period of dictatorship
in the Philippines’ Martial Law era in the 1970s. He is also a member of the Concerned Artists
of the Philippines. Also an award-winning watercolorist, Habulan represented the Philippines in
the 1995 Cheju Biennale, South Korea and cited as a Cultural Center of the Philippines 13 Artists
awardee in 1990.
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Born in Vigan, Ilocos Sur, to a family of
traditional furniture makers and woodcarvers,
Riel Hilario did not take to craft-based work
until very late in his formative career as an
artist. His initial efforts were in cultural work,
especially in curatorial practice, following
his studies of Art History at the University of
the Philippines. He was curator of Boston Art
Gallery and Pinto Art Gallery for seven years,
and a co-founder of the educational program
of Artinformal in 2004. After exhibiting as a
painter for several years, he turned to work
with wood carving and the tradition of rebultomaking that his family in Ilocos was also known
for. By re-learning the craft and retooling to be
a potent sculptural language in the platform
of contemporary art, Hilario pressed for a full
time career in sculpture in 2008. He produced
wood carved sculptures that were elements to
an installation work, often sourcing his dreams
for imagery and without the benefit of studies
and designs. He is a recipient of the 2012 CCP
13 Artist Award and has residencies in Paris
and New York fron 2012 to 2013, where he also
held solo exhibits.

Working both as a visual artist and a graphic
designer, Wesley Valenzuelas mixed media
works are characterized by its use of graphic
figures integrated into a milieu of dissonant
objects and characters. Stoically placed
amidst obscure landscapes, one would be
reminded of the grime, chaos and visual
overloads of urban life. Utilizing an array of
inter-disciplinary mediums and techniques
such as painting, collage, digital-imaging and
photography, typography, and even sculpture,
Valenzuela’s artworks conjure up images
of human mutation, social transformation
and mass consumerism; a result of his
ceaseless immersion and ingestion of popular
culture, religion, technology and personal
history. These imagery, poignant and yet
detached, reflects the artist’s preoccupation
and reaction towards an emerging cultural
alteration that has been taking place, dizzying
in its pace and intrusive in its approach.
Wesley graduated with Bachelor of Fine Arts
Major in Advertising from the University of
Santo Tomas, Manila, Philippines (1995).

Reynaldo Samson
b. 1982
Fake Sheep
2018
Acrylic on textured canvas
36 × 48 inch

More popularly known as Pogs, Reynaldo
Samson’s training in college was in the
financial industry. Though he graduated
with a degree in banking in finance from the
Polytechnic University of the Philippines in
2003, his passion for art which runs through
his blood, having artist brothers, prevailed
as he embarked on an artistic career after
graduation. In 2009, he was one of the Top
10 Regional Winners for the Philippine Art
Award sponsored by Philip Morris. Exhibitions
include Barok Period, Boston Gallery (2013),
Metaphysical Allegories, Boston Gallery (2014),
and Distrongka, Pinto Art Gallery (2013).
His paintings are humorous depictions
of scenes that combine figures from popular
culture, animation, spiritual leaders, politicians
and other iconic personalities in a sort of
fantasy world reminiscent of science-fiction
films. His images illustrate in a playful way the
heroes and personalities of our time, and poke
fun on the follies of Philippine society.
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Ronald Ventura
b. 1973
Rainbow Bone
2018
Oil on canvas
36 × 24 inch

After studying painting at the University of Santo Tomas, Ronald Ventura taught for almost nine years
before devoting himself fully to painting. He was one of the recipients of the Thirteen Artists Award of
the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 2003, and the Ateneo Art Awards in 2005. He participated
in the 2009 Prague Biennale and 2010 Nanjing Biennial, and exhibited his works in notable venues
such as the Tyler Rollins Fine Art in New York, Primo Marella Gallery in Milan, and the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Taipei. In the same year, his painting Grayground made a record-breaking sale
at the auction of Sotheby’s Hong Kong for Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Paintings.
Ventura has a constantly evolving style in terms of themes and subjects as well in techniques
and figuration. He works in a wide variety and combination of media, from drawing and painting,
to print, photography, sculptures and installations. He would usually combine hyperrealistic and
photographic images with figures sourced from popular culture, art historical styles and movements,
and religious and folk traditions. Recently, his works deal with themes of diaspora, dislocation, the
idea of cosmopolitanism and humanity’s search for home and belonging.
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Winner Jumalon
b. 1983
Capricornus (Left)
2017
Oil on canvas
36 × 24 inch
Capricornus II (Right)
2018
Oil on canvas
36 × 24 inch

After studying at the Philippine High School for the Arts, where he received the distinction
of Outstanding Artist, he obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts major in Painting degree from the
University of the Philippines in 2004. He landed as finalist in the 2003 Philip Morris Philippine
Art Awards, and won a Juror’s Choice in 2005. In 2009, he was one of the recipients of the
Thirteen Artists Award of the Cultural Center of the Philippines. Selected recent shows are
Behind Foreign Lands, Soka Art Center, Beijing (2016), Juramento, Yavuz Gallery, Singapore
(2016), Lost in a Crowd: Contemporary Figuration, Manila Contemporary (2013), and One in
Mind, West Gallery and Ayala Museum (2012).
His works are replete with narratives, personalities, and memories of the places he has lived and
inhabited. He translates these into layered and surreal compositions where history and memory
overlap, and where the human psyche’s strength and weaknesses are examined. His rugged,
figurative style is invigorated by subliminal and symbolic details that tap into the viewers’
subconscious.
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Yasmin Sison
b. 1972
Mika In Her Orange Coat
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Yasmin graduated cum laude in Humanities and Fine Arts from the University of Philippines
Diliman, in 1993, followed by a Bachelor of Fine Arts, Major in Painting, and an MA in Art
Education in UP Diliman. In 2008, her artwork Bear, from the Into the Woods exhibition, was
fetched the highest price at the Borobudur auction in Singapore.
In her early years of art directions, Yasmin Sison began experimenting with abstract
expressionism, moving then toward representational imagery, and has since made a mark with
her unflinching portraits of children, capturing their emotional states as well as their physical
and psychological transitions.
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Kiarra Blowing Gum
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch
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Wire Tuazon
b. 1973
The Cry of the Land
2018
Oil on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Wire Tuazon is a visual artist whose practice combines the hyperrealist, semiotic and the
performative. Graduating with a degree in Fine Arts from the University of the Philippines
Diliman in 1999, he became a founding member of the art collective Surrounded By Water,
which set up independent artist-run spaces in Angono and later on in Quezon City in 2000. In
2001, Tuazon received a residency grant at the Ashiya City Museum of Art and History from the
Japan Foundation Asia Center. In 2003, Tuazon was chosen one of the Cultural Center of the
Philippines’s annual Thirteen Artist Awardees. He served as President of the Rizal-based NeoAngono Artists Collective in addition to participating in numerous group exhibitions and public
art performance festivals across the Philippines, Australia, Singapore, Japan and Korea.
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Zean Cabangis
b. 1985
Have You Passed Through This Night
2018
Acrylic & emulsion transfer on canvas
60 × 48 inch

Zean Cabangis graduated from UP with a Bachelor of Fine Art with a major in Painting in
2007, for which he was awarded the Most Outstanding Thesis. Being Zean’s father both a
painter and art professor, he started taking basic art classes during his elementary and high
school days, before attending the University of the Philippines. During his studies as a painting
student, Cabangis learned the technique of emulsion transfer, which he combines with
the use of acrylic color in his works. Instead of painting the images, this technique allowed
Cabangis to build layers and reproduce different photographic images. It is through the use of
emulsion transfer that the quality Cabangis looks for in his work is achieved. Hidden beneath
the painted lines, his subject consists of everyday objects and scenes which are mostly
reconstructed from his memories.
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Ryan Villamael
b. 1987
New Specimens Series 32 (Top Left)
2018
Paper
10.75 × 8.75”
New Specimens Series 33 (Right)
2018
Paper
10.75 × 8.75”
New Specimens Series 38 (Bottom Left)
2018
Paper
10.75 × 8.75”

Ryan has a Bachelor of Fine Arts major in painting degree from the University of the
Philippines. In 2015, he won the Ateneo Art Awards for his work Isles, which consists of
intricate cutouts of old and contemporary Philippines maps assembled into bell jars.
This award allowed him to participate in artist residency programs in France, London,
and Australia. His work recently shown in the 2016 Singapore Biennale is a site-specific
installation of cutouts using Philippine maps to initiate discussions on the country’s long
and tumultuous history of colonial rule. Titled Locus Amoenus, a Latin term for “pleasant
place,” his cutouts resemble overgrown flora reclaiming a colonial-era structure.
He is one of the few contemporary Filipino artists who works on paper-cutting, a
traditional Filipino art form, and introduces the medium to the contemporary art scene.
His technique and material require rigor and discipline, which he attributes to his
mother, a scientist who instilled in him the value of keen attention to details and
laborious processes.
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